
Summer SP6LB Contest Rules

The Contest is organised to commemorate the great polish VHF radioamateur 
Zdzisław Bieńkowski SP6LB. 

1. Participants
All  radioamateurs  allowed to  work  on  bands  from 50MHz to  241GHz may participate  in  the  Summer 
Zdzislaw Bienkowski SP6LB Contest (shortly: Summer SP6LB Contest).

Participants must operate within the spirit of the contests promoted by a doyen of Polish VHF/UHF 
enthusiasts - Zdzislaw Bienkowski SP6LB.
Participants must operate according to the license conditions of  the country where the station resides. 

2. Date and time
Summer SP6LB Contest is held every year on the first weekend of August, starting on Saturday at 14:00 
UTC and ending on Sunday at 14:00 UTC. 

3. Bands, categories, reports and scoring
 - according to the VHF/UHF IARU Reg.1 contest rules:

https://www.iaru-r1.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/contest-rules-2.pdf
-  foreign participants must have at  least  one contact with station working working from Polish 
territory.

4. Logs
 - must be sent out in REG1TEST/EDI digital/electronic format. 
 - must be submitted not later than  the second Monday following the contest weekend.
 - received after this time will be used us a checklogs.
 - should be uploaded at the Web page:   http  s  ://vhfcontests.pk-ukf.pl/  
 - sending the log, participant accepts the Contest Rules. 

Contacts between stations on Polish territory can be counted only if they are confirmed in the log of the 
correspondent. In the absence of a log from a participant from outside Polish territory all contacts made to 
that station will be counted. 

5. Penalties
A participant who violates the Contest Rules or the VHF/UHF IARU Reg.1 Band Plan and Rules  will be 
disqualified. 

6. Results
Temporary results will be published within 8 weeks after the contest. After that, within 7 days,  participants 
has a right to submit claims to Contest Manager.
Claims will be resolved by the Contest Manager in consultancy with board of PK-UKF.
The final results will be published within 10 weeks after the contest.

7. Prices
Winners of each categories will be awarded.

PK-UKF, September 2019.
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